
G2 Change DetectionTM

Monitor  
High-risk  
Merchants
Keep tabs on higher-risk,  
more-profitable merchants  
that bring in more revenue.

Spot  
Content  
Changes
Quickly identify website 
changes that could lead to 
higher chargebacks.

Mitigate  
Compliance  
Risk
Eliminate bad actors while 
keeping legitimate merchants  
that fit your risk profile.

Benefits

Identify Problematic Changes to High-risk Websites

Risk: High Chargebacks
G2 monitors changes to merchant terms of service, marketing claims, and more.

Grow your business faster with higher-risk merchants

 � Book more revenue faster by underwriting higher-risk merchants 
with confidence

 � Uncover hidden risk that might otherwise go unnoticed
 � Protect against fraud loss, high chargeback rates, and possible 

card network fines
 � Leverage automation for non-compliance tracking, freeing your 

team to focus on higher-value work

Subscription. Continuity. Negative Option.

Merchants with enticing offers 
can be lucrative, but customers 
often don’t realize that they 
need to opt out.

Beauty
in a 

Bottle

$39.99/moFree / Cheap

Beauty
in a 

Bottle
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Risk: Violations and Fines
CBD merchants can offer dozens (sometimes even hundreds) of products, and seemingly slight 
product-line updates can dramatically increase risk. G2 monitors changes to products and marketing, 
jurisdictional compliance, and more.

Key Features

Psychoactive Botanicals. Nutraceuticals.

Red flags:
 � New products

 � Altered ingredients (e.g. adding THC)

 � Dramatic price changes

 � Problematic marketing claims

 � Cross-jurisdictional shipping

CHANGE 
DETECTION

Detect granular changes—down to the last comma—using advanced 
technologies. Receive immediate notification for important changes. 

Choose what is monitored based on differing merchant types  
(e.g. negative-option and CBD merchants each have unique red flags).

CUSTOMIZED 
MONITORING

Review before and after screenshots to save your team time and quickly 
assess the risk associated with any given change.

BEFORE /  
AFTER 

FLEXIBLE 
FREQUENCY  

Choose to monitor daily, weekly, monthly, or on a customized cadence  
based on merchant type and your unique risk tolerance.

CUSTOMIZABLE 
REPORTS

Tailor reports to your needs by dialing up or down report detail—every 
comma or only specific changes. Pre-screened “highlights list” available.
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$29.99

CBD Oil
300 mg

CBD Oil
300 mg
For pain

$159.99


